SNEAK PEEK OF WHAT'S INSIDE:

- MORE UPDATES ON CASH FOR WORK.
- UNDP VISIT TO THE FIELD ON CASH FOR WORK.
- BOARD VISIT TO THE FIELD ON CASH FOR WORK PROJECT PROGRESS

The programme, the Emergency Livelihood Support through Cash for Work Project, is funded by the UN Central Emmergency Response Fund and is currently running in partnership with Living Earth Uganda in Palorinya refugee settlement in Moyo district and Imvepi refugee settlement in Arua district. It stretches into neighbouring communities/host communities such as Odupi sub-county in Arua.
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Cash for Work Project Highlights.

The following activities were identified:

- Construction of culvert bridge lines.
- Rehabilitation of roads.
- Excavation of Valley dams in Ombokoro, Okavu and Orivu parish.
- Construction of market shades.
- Excavation of rubbish pits in zone 2.
- Clearing of play grounds.
- Conducting awareness advocacy in environment protection, village savings and loans association, first aid, HIV and AIDS campaign and gender based violence behavioral change.
Some of the roads that have been constructed and other activities that have been accomplished.

- Opera nyaranga 3.5kilometres
- Dena to abiribani road 3.5kilometres
- Okpotani trading centre to Oree 6kilometres.

Other activities ongoing include;

- Market stall construction at Elefe
- Valley Dam construction at Ayivu, aligo

Below: New opening of Elife to Oree Community access 2.2 kilometre road in Iriko, Aringa, Olea villages Arua

Market stall and shelter construction

The state of the market stall that is awaiting reconstruction of the stalls and a shelter in Elefe Zone 3 and Ombokoro parish host community. Work has commenced and is ongoing.......
UNDP, delegates visit of the project in pictorial

UNDP Country director, KOICA team, project implementers, consultants and cash for work beneficiaries during the briefing of project progress. Standing next to the Country director is Mr. Ndyabarema Robert, the Chairman Board Living Earth Uganda.

UNDP County director with a delegation from KOICA inspecting 3.5 kms access road under construction in host communities of Legu parish, Itula sub county, extreme end beneficiaries coming to welcome the delegation as Living Earth Team watches on in discussion.

Below: UNDP Country Director, with KOICA delegation Making a courtesy call during Palorinya refugee settlement inter agency meeting


In next edition...
- Project exit highlights....
- More cash for Work activities.
- Highlights on awareness advocacy trainings.....
- Before and after effects of cash for work...
- More events in pictorial...
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